Legal Disclaimer and Copyright

Disclaimer

General Notice

CGS provides these pages as a service. Only information that has been reviewed and cleared for dissemination will be published on CGS Web pages. CGS makes no warranties with respect to the document, or any part thereof, including any warrantees of title, noninfringement of copyright or patent rights of others, merchantability, or fitness or suitability for any purpose.

These pages are expected to represent CGS community, the CGS Offices and structures in a professional manner.

Responsibility for Pages

Deans, Directors and designees of the CGS units are responsible for reviewing, clearing, and maintaining information posted on official pages. The page Developer is ultimately responsible for page information.

Current information

We cannot and do not warrant that the information on this server is absolutely current, even that every effort is being made to ensure that we keep updating CGS web as current as possible.

Copyright

All aspects concerning this website which include designs, texts, graphics, applications, software and code sources are the copyrights of CGS unless otherwise mentioned.

No part of the contents or materials available on this website may be reproduced, licensed, sold, published, transmitted, modified, adapted, publicly displayed, broadcast (including storage in any medium by electronic means whether or not transiently for any purpose saved as permitted herein) without the prior written permission of the University.